Quality Clause Q45EE

Reporting and Shipment of Nonconforming Material

Material, products, and services must conform to **purchase contract requirements**, unless authorized in writing by the Buyer’s Supplier Quality Organization. Any nonconforming materials, parts, or products that a supplier proposes a disposition of Use-As-Is or Repair, shall be submitted to the Buyer’s Supplier Quality Organization for Buyer material review disposition. If Seller is uncertain as to the affect of the nonconformance on specific requirements, contact the Buyer's Supplier Quality Representative via the Procurement Agent.

Shipment of nonconforming material or product is not allowed until all Boeing and Seller material review actions have been completed. Nonconformances, including those that occur at Seller’s subcontractors which do not affect specified Buyer requirements, may be dispositioned by the Seller’s nonconforming material control system.

Seller shall submit to the Buyer the nonconformance information required on the “Supplier Reported Nonconformance Report” form #X33014. **This form can be accessed via the Boeing forms library at [http://befdist.com/lib/](http://befdist.com/lib/). If accessing the form for the first time, please contact the Boeing Procurement Agent for the link to install the Shana Informed software.**

Seller shall submit a copy of their own internal nonconformance report as part of form #X33014. **Contact the Boeing Procurement Agent for resolution of any problems accessing the form.**

When SDRL/DID PA-619 is invoked by the purchase contract, the detailed instructions of PA-619 shall take precedence over this clause.
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